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A. Recall our four words describing the mystery and movement of the Eucharist and all 

Sacraments: “claim, reclaim, acclaim and proclaim.” 
 
B. Last week, focusing on claim we reflected on the center of the Eucharistic Prayer, the words of 

Jesus over the bread.  This week, we search out the depth of the Lord’s Passion becoming 
manifest in the words over the chalice. 

 
C. In particular, we will hope to address the question of how the Eucharist is “sacrament of our 

salvation” and the related question of how Christ’s blood brings “forgiveness of sins.” 
 

D. Insights from last week regarding Eucharistic Prayer: 
1) Christ’s prayer of thanksgiving to the Father; a movement of God to us and us to God 

through the Holy Spirit. 

 An encounter which is dynamic, a process not finished this side of heaven. 
2) In this process, the whole assembly plays a vital role. 
3) The prayer seeks to express the “Passion”: mutual giving and receiving of the Father and 

Son which necessarily includes a sense of separation/return wherein is manifested and 
experienced the healing/transformation/forgiveness of Christ’s eternal self-sacrifices for us 
and through us. 

4) Their [Trinitarian] passion is made manifest by Jesus’ Death-Resurrection which we see and 
in which we share through the one bread and one cup and by our existential obedience and 
absolute honesty before God and others. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A. Healing – restoration: by our cooperation with the Lord. 
 Of each person in terms of personal sin/anger, loss/failure. 
 Of communities and families fragmented by divisions and suffering. 
 Of all of us with the Lord. 
 

Introduction and overview 

Part One: A brief reflection on “Reclaim”:  “Claim” implicitly opens the door to a process/need   
   of “reclaiming.” 

A Passion for Truth 
The mosaic behind the altar at Holy Name and the words of Jesus over the chalice 
startle us with their stark declaration of the reality of brokenness – blood shed out of 
love while knowing the gift offered will often be rejected.  But this is the point: 
precisely in confessing our sin and facing the full truth of good and evil in ourselves 
and the world we can also discover a greater, never failing message of hope: there 
is healing in truthfulness.  There is forgiveness and pardon by sharing in the cup! 
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B. In general, a conversion from isolated self to solidarity. 
 

 
Part Two: The words over the cup/chalice. 
 
 

A. General comments: 
1) Recall the two traditions of Last Supper narrative – Marcan and Antiochene. 
2) The Jewish blessing cup after the meal takes on a new meaning as Jesus summarizes His 

teaching in two words. 

 Covenant (re-claimed) 

 Blood shed (or in our current translation “poured out”) 
3) As Father Xavier Leon-Dufour emphasizes, ultimately Jesus is trying to pass on His life 

through gifts of bread and cup; the goal is not so much “reparation” or forgiveness but 
“fullness of life.” 

 The forgiveness is a means to a new life, a new way of being totally free to be/do as 
Christ did. 

4) Therefore, the Eucharistic Prayer manifests a whole new kind of sacrifice, a sacrifice of 
praise, which we can then offer the Father in the memorial or anamnesis. 

 
B. Note in greater detail: 

1) In both traditions of the supper there is a clear link of covenant and blood shed (building on 
Sinai covenant – in Exodus 24). 

2) The Traditions slightly nuance why the blood must be shed: 

 “for you” (Luke). 

 “for the many” (Mark) based on Isaiah 53. 

 “for the forgiveness of sins” (Matthew); Jesus’ death a personal act of mercy for the 
many, a mercy we are to share with others. 

3) As with words over the bread, these words are a dialogue, an invitation. 
4) The eating and drinking are intended to be seen as one complete action, a prophetic sign 

which is efficacious. 
5) The sharing of these gifts not only purifies but increases the Lord’s presence and deepens 

our life with Him and each other. 
6) With the bread, Jesus said a “blessing” but here with the cup, He “gives thanks” (meal is 

over, Passover fulfilled!) 
7) Also note reference point is not the wine but the cup (all drink from one cup, one unbroken 

covenant). 
8) Words over bread highlight Christ’s unreserved gift of self; words over cup expand and 

deepen all this by reference to God’s overall plan of salvation, the Covenant. 
 

C. Meaning of “cup” and “covenant” and “blood shed.” 
1) Cup (or “chalice” in our current translation) 

 Not cup of God’s wrath/anger. 

 A cup of salvation (See Hallel Psalm116, v.13). 

 A cup of blessing (I Corinthians 10:16) – that is of divine origin. 

 A shared destiny (Jesus and disciples). 
2) Covenant 

 God’s promise/desire for His people (land, fertility, descendants). 

 A covenant not only for Israel; Israel was to be a “priestly mediator” to all nations 
(Exodus 19:5). 

 The covenant would be first “concentrated” within Israel (especially with the Suffering 
Servant) and then expanded. 

 The covenant would move from something external and formal to a matter of the 
heart, the interior Spirit (hence Antiochene tradition adds “new” covenant). 
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3) Blood shed/“poured out.” 

 Blood = life, belongs to God. Blood of sacrifice poured out on altar and sprinkled on 
people but never to be consumed. 

 “Shed” – speaks of a violent death, like that of prophets (i.e. freely chosen). 

 Jesus’ blood shed not because of God’s desire for a bloody sacrifice but as the result 
of human beings rejecting Him. 

 “For us” – meaning not so much in place of us – but rather, “in our favor,” “on our 
behalf.” 

 “Poured out” conveys both sense of blood shed but also a blood we can drink. 
 

D. The Marcan (or Matthean) formula. 
1) Builds off background of Sinai covenant, its establishment and renewal: words of covenant 

read and sacrifice for the sake of communion with the Lord and each other (also sacrifices  
of expiation – see Hebrews 9 & 10). 

2) “My blood…shed for many.” 

 Jesus’ blood represents His death like us and for us, out of obedience to the Father. 
3) The blood is not sprinkled but to be consumed – i.e. spiritual worship, obedience, love and 

communion are the heart of Christian cult. 
4) “For the many” – all – Isaiah 53 the human race is not a crowd of individuals but a single 

reality. 
 

E. The Antiochene Formula. 
1) Adding “new” to the covenant – as in Jeremiah 31:31 - God’s intervention (not human 

efforts). 
2) One mediator, the Servant who embodies the Covenant and makes it available to all – “the 

new covenant in my blood which is shed for you” (one for the many) – solidarity of servant 
makes us one. 
 

F. Conclusion regarding the “words.” 
1) Movement from cultic ritual (blood) to interior spirit of obedience. 
2) Movement from any narrow isolation to universal covenant – commitment – relationship. 

 
 

Part Three:  The Consecrated Eucharist as Memorial and Offering. 
 
 

A. Immediately after the Institution narrative in all four Eucharistic prayers. 
1) We return to present tense in the 1st person plural (“we”). 
2) Each prayer transitions from the record of Christ’s words to the “memorial – offering” by way 

of the word “Therefore” (i.e. we are following what Christ commanded). 
 

B. The Hebrew background word for “memorial” is Zikkaron and the Greek in Anamnesis:  the 
sense of these words is that we do more than “recall”; the experience of Christ’s self-giving is 
present again. 

 
C. The remembering and offering belong together very tightly: 

1) Grammatically, offering is the main verb and remembering is dependent phrase 
2) Therefore, we offer ourselves with Christ to the Father. 

…  The commemoration leads to offering. 
… The “admiration” of the anamnesis gives way to “imitation.” 
… We are not just observers of Christ’s offering; we also offer ourselves. 
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D. There are not two sacrifices being offered (Christ’s and ours); rather our offering is joined with 
that of Christ; this “joint offering” is the “oblation” or sacrifice of the Mass. 

… What we offer is our communion in the sacrifice of Christ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Part Four: Application of the mystery to our lives. 
 

 
A. Eucharist is a sacrament of forgiveness and healing, a continuation of Jesus’ presence and 

ministry. 
1) It manifests the mystery of Death – Resurrection and so is the primary sacrament of 

forgiveness. 
2) A “medicine” of mercy (Pope Francis); the world is “God’s construction site” (Pope Francis). 

 Mercy received and shared. 

 Accompaniment and discernment. 
 

B. Eucharist celebrates “re-claiming”: through de-formation to transformation, personally and 
communally; “loss of self” for a new shared identity and destiny as we share of the one cup. 
 

C. Words over the cup not only look back to a “re-claiming” of past sins and brokenness but also 
are eschatological, looking ahead to the day all creation will be “re-claimed.” 

 
D. Our own existential sharing in the Eucharist and embodying it as we “live with dying out of love.” 

 
 

 
Questions for prayer and reflection 
 
 

A. As Jesus gave thanks over the cup in a certain sense He was “re-claiming” and healing all the 
brokenness and sorrow of the past and even the unknown future.  As I enter into the Eucharistic 
prayer and the consecration of the wine, do I think about my desire and need to have the Lord 
“re-claim” every aspect of my life?  Do I pray that He might do that for all people and thus 
overcome brokenness, division and anger? 

 
B. We are called to drink of the chalice – that is, to share together Christ’s identity and destiny.  

Most of our sins and unhappiness come from the isolation we choose; “salvation” is about a 
decision to surrender into the way of solidarity, to live with and for others, to die to my own fear 
and pride.  How is my Lenten journey bringing me to greater communion with the whole Body of 
Christ? 
 

C. How is my life an on-going “sacrifice of thanksgiving”? 
 

D. How have I personally experienced healing and peace by confessing my own participation in the 
sinful reality that caused Christ’s death?  Do I see a connection with the Eucharistic 
consecration/conversion and the sacrament of Reconciliation/penance? 

 

Forgiveness 
Is also celebrated elsewhere in the Eucharistic gathering: 

1) Penitential Act at beginning of Mass 
2) Lord’s Prayer, Sign of Peace 
3) Lamb of God, Prayer before Communion 
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E. The “one and the many”:  In the words over the chalice, we hear intimations of the Suffering 
Servant from Isaiah 53 - through the suffering of the servant, many/all are justified.  Do I 
see/believe that my sufferings can impact others and that their pain - accepted with love - is 
bringing salvation to me?  Do I understand that we are “saved together”? 

 
F. Eucharist is sacrament of salvation because in it we admit our need for forgiveness and 

experience our communal sharing in God’s mercy.  “Remembering” motivates us to unite our 
hearts with Christ’s love for us and for all.  The forgiveness and healing of the Mass must then 
be extended when we “leave” Church.  Do I see and believe that salvation is on-going, a daily 
life-style commitment and not just a one-time experience?  Do I believe that I experience 
forgiveness of sins during the celebration of the Mass? 
 
 


